Rapid preparation of pallet covers on-demand
Rapidly make your own covers with electrical MULTICOVER 960

Avoid the costly stock of various
sizes.
Using Multicover 960 is easy and fast
Begin the passage of 3 to 5 cm of the
film between the sealing bars.


Lower one of the levers to make a
perfect welding of a 3 mm width seal
using the adjustment of temporization
according to the thickness of film.


Set the meter to zero. Open the sealing bars then unroll
the film at the exact desired length.


Close the sealing bars to make a welding which will be
next cover. No need to wait for the end of this sealing
before cutting and using the cover.


 Cut the film by moving the sliding carriage knife and
separate the cover by pulling it slightly.
The non-return, eccentric rollers maintain film in position.

The two reels dispenser Multicover 9503* allows using
up to 3 reels simultaneously  With the optional casters
the set becomes completely mobile.
MULTICOVER 960

Type
Sealing process

Electric by adjustable impulse

Power supply - Tension
and Power of welding

230 V (50/60 Hz) - 24 V and 0,5 KVA
other electrical supplies on request

Manual cut process

Electrical box removable
with welding control
potentiometer
Chuck roll support
with bearings

Blade on sliding carriage

Maximum sealing capacity

thickness 4 x 200 µ . width 1440 mm (57’’)

Maximum acceptable reel

Ø 500 mm (20’’) . L1500 mm (59’’) . 200 kg (440 lbs)

Weight &
Dimensions (L x W x H)

95 kg (210 lbs)
1970 x 580 x 1430 mm (78’’x 23’’x 57’’)

4 rubber casters Ø 100 mm (Ø 4’’)

Mobility

2 rigid casters + 2 swivel casters with lock
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Multicover 960 enables cost savings
by easy self-doing of pallet covers
of different sizes according to need
from heat shrinkable polyethylene
film rolls.

Contact us for other models
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